Letterbox Yellow (age 7-9) 2020 Book Selection
Designed for children not yet reading independently

Narwhal: Unicorn of the Sea, Ben Clanton (Egmont) ISBN 9781405295307
A funny, high interest book, that is an accessible read. Children will discover the joys
of friendship, working together and the power of imagination. Featuring three short
stories and a super fun ocean fact page - and joke page too! Narwhal is a happy-golucky narwhal. Jelly is a no-nonsense jellyfish. The two might not have a lot in
common, but they do they love waffles, parties and adventures
Children will then get one of these two Let’s Draw titles in Parcel 1:
Let's Draw: Zoo Animals (Bloomsbury) ISBN 9781408879191
What's your favourite animal at the zoo? With step-by-step instructions you can learn
how to draw them all! Sketch a noisy meerkat, doodle a friendly koala, or colour in a
cute penguin. From hippos and elephants to snakes and piranhas, find all your zoo
friends in this brilliant drawing and colouring book.

Let's Draw: Wild Animals (Bloomsbury) ISBN 9781408879177
What's your favourite wild animal? With step-by-step instructions you can learn how
to draw them all! Sketch a cute rhino, doodle a beautiful tiger, or colour in a spotty
leopard. From lions and butterflies to gorillas and toucans, find all your animal
friends in this brilliant drawing and colouring book.

Secret Agent Elephant, Eoin McLaughlin & Ross Collins (Hachette) ISBN
9781408354261
Watch out, supervillains. There's a new spy in town… Secret Agent 00 Elephant has
struggled through his secret service tests and how he's ready to take on his first spy
mission: to find feline supervillain Vincent le Morte and stop him from destroying the
world. He just needs to stay away from those mini pizzas….

Wow! Animals (Macmillan) ISBN 9780753443354
Wow! is a fantastic series that is full of amazing facts. This book is full of
extraordinary information about a wide range of creatures. Discover that goats have
rectangular pupils, that gorillas can catch human colds, and that rhinoceros beetles
can carry up to 850 times their own body weight. This is a lively, fun book about
animals that is certain to make you say Wow! again and again.

Look Inside: Science (Usborne) ISBN 9781409551287
This is a re-sized edition of the original flap book that introduces the fascinating
world of science in a simple and engaging way. It is full of surprises to keep
enquiring minds entertained, including flaps beneath flaps. It includes basic science
topics from how plants grow to astronomy and forces. Each double-page includes
simple practical experiments for children to try themselves.

Lots of Things to Find and Colour (Usborne) ISBN 9781409523000
This is a fantastic new colouring book filled with picture puzzles and busy scenes
which children can colour as little or as much as they choose. The activities
encourage children to find the hidden animals and objects in a busy scene and
colour them in. Other activities include matching pairs, spot the difference, counting
and copying with colouring in as the solution. This parcel includes felt-tip pens to
accompany this book.

Beetles, Butterflies and Other British Minibeasts, Nikki Dyson (Nosy Crow) ISBN
9781788004039
The fourth in a glorious sticker book series created for the National Trust, this book is
packed with facts about weird and wonderful minibeasts and their homes. With four
pages of wildlife stickers, you can stick spiders into their webs, fill the bug hotel with
woodlice, add a dragonfly zipping across a pond, and much, much more. From moths
to millipedes, this is an excellent introduction to all types of creepy-crawlies.

The Puzzle Activity Book (Buster Books) ISBN 9781780553139
The Puzzle Activity Book is bursting with cool things to colour, brilliant puzzles and
brain-boggling things to do. Filled with dot to dots, mazes, doodles, spot the
difference, picture puzzles and much more. Children can wave goodbye to boredom
for ever. This is the perfect book to test puzzle skills whilst having lots of fun.

Mortimer Keene: Attack of the Slime, Tim Healey, Chris Mould (Hachette) ISBN
9780340997734
A wickedly funny series featuring Mortimer: the small kid with big ideas! In this book,
Mortimer covers his whole school in slime. Mortimer Keene is full to bursting with
madcap plans, and if it's trouble you're after, look no further! With laugh out loud
illustrations, rollicking rhymes, and short chapters ideal for less confident readers, this
first book sees Mortimer Keene and his slime machine on the attack!

Joke-o-rama (Make Believe Ideas) ISBN 9781786929433
This hilarious joke book is packed with laughs from start to finish. There are jokes
about animals, sport, school, food and much more. Joke-o-rama will amuse and
entertain young readers for hours!

The Bear, the Piano, the Dog and the Fiddle, David Litchfield (Quarto) ISBN
9781786035950
Hector and his dog Hugo have made music together through good times, bad times
and even some crazy times. But when Hugo learns to play the fiddle and gets the
chance to play with Bear's Big Band, Hector's jealousy gets the better of him. Can
Hector swallow his pride and learn to be for happy for his friend?

The Unlucky Eleven, Phil Earle (Barrington Stoke) ISBN 9781781128503
Ridiculous injuries ... strange illnesses ... cancelled games ... Everything's going wrong
for the Saints this season, and Stanley's team-mates believe they finally know why.
Their football kit is cursed! But the team's attempts to break the curse take things from
bad to worse. Soon, they're ready to call it quits. Stanley's still got some tricks up his
sleeve ... but will his curse-cracking ideas save the team in time for the last game of
the season?

Life on Earth: Planet Earth, Heather Alexander & Andres Lozano (Quarto) ISBN
9781786034571
Why do volcanoes erupt? Where is the tallest mountain? How does the weather work?
Find out in this interactive book with 100 questions and answers, and 70 lift-the-flaps
to explore. Lift the flaps to discover Planet Earth's place in space, look at the seven
continents, learn about earth's magnetic field, find out about the water cycle, see the
world's amazing habitats, and take a closer look at hurricanes, floods and avalanches.

